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The importance of informed choice

Health policy in the UK emphasizes the

importance of patient informed choice with

regard to all treatments. The Patients' Charter,

for example, states that patients have a right to

be given a clear explanation of any treatment

proposed, including any risks and alternatives,

before they decide whether to agree to the

treatment.1 The National Screening Committee

for the UK is adopting a similar view regarding

the rights of all those invited to participate in

screening programmes. Hitherto, screening has

largely been viewed as a public health activity

aimed at reducing disease prevalence. In

achieving this, the emphasis has been upon high

rates of uptake, and not upon informed choice.2

The shift in emphasis towards informed choice

re¯ects several considerations. First, it re¯ects an

increasing recognition that it is unethical for

individuals not to be informed of the conse-

quences of medical interventions. Second, it

re¯ects a belief that an informed choice,

compared with an uninformed one, is associated

with better patient outcomes. Few studies have

examined the psychological or health conse-

quences of informed choice in screening. In other

areas of health-care, however, there is good
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Abstract

Objective To develop a measure of informed choice.

Conceptualization and measurement The measure is based on the

following de®nition of an informed choice: one that is based on

relevant knowledge, consistent with the decision-maker's values and

behaviourally implemented. The measure comprises an eight-item

scale of knowledge, a four-item scale assessing attitudes towards

undergoing the screening test and a record of test uptake.

Participants Sixty-six women awaiting their ®rst antenatal clinic

appointments.

Measure development In women o�ered a screening test in

pregnancy, the internal reliability of both the knowledge and the

attitude scales was acceptable (alpha coe�cients 0.82 and 0.83,

respectively). Of the 42 women completing both scales, 18 were

classi®ed as having made an informed choice, and 24 were classi®ed

as having made an uninformed choice.

Conclusion The results of this preliminary study provide some

evidence to support the feasibility of conceptualizing and measuring

informed choices regarding screening using a brief measure asses-

sing knowledge and attitudes. The validity and utility of this

approach awaits further studies, involving larger numbers of

participants, o�ered di�erent screening tests.
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evidence showing that psychological preparation

for stressful medical procedures is associated

with better psychological and clinical outcomes.3

How much bene®t informed choice confers in

screening programmes remains to be determined.

A third factor that has contributed towards the

emphasis upon informed choice is a concern that

failure to appreciate the consequences of

screening may result in litigation.4,5

De®nitions

Many di�erent terms are used, often inter-

changeably, to encompass informed choice.

These include informed or e�ective decisions,

and evidence-based choices, as illustrated below:

· An informed decision is one where all the

available information about the health alter-

natives is weighed up and used to inform the

®nal decision; the resulting choice should be

consistent with the individual's values.6

· An evidence-informed patient choice is one in

which individuals are given research-based

information on two or more options and have

some input into the decision-making process.7

· An e�ective decision is one that is informed,

consistent with the decision-maker's values

and behaviourally implemented.8

There is an emerging consensus that an

informed choice or decision has two core char-

acteristics: ®rst, it is based on relevant, good

quality information, and second, the resulting

choice re¯ects the decision-maker's values.

Measurement

Many studies designed to assess informed choice

do not attempt to measure the concept. In a

systematic review of informed decision-making,

Bekker and co-workers9 found that fewer than a

third of 547 articles included a measure of the

decision-making process. In these studies, the

measures did not re¯ect the multidimensional

nature of informed choice inherent in the de®ni-

tions of the term. In a review of measures asses-

sing the involvement of patients in shared

decision-making,10 only one measure of infor-

med decision-making was found.11 This, how-

ever, is based just upon a content analysis of

information provided during consultations

requiring no assessments from patients. Existing

measures often use single items or multiple items

assessing just a single dimension12,13 with the

measurement presented in the form of mean

scores. Single item measures of higher construct

variables are unreliable,14 while single dimension

measures (such as a measure of knowledge) are

unable to re¯ect the multidimensionality of the

construct of informed choice. Most often, only

knowledge is assessed. Rarely are values assessed

and, to our knowledge, there has been no attempt

to produce a measure re¯ecting both knowledge

and values.

Studies of informed choice should assess

knowledge and values before a decision is made.

This is to prevent the outcome of the decision

colouring an individual's view of the choice

they made. The nearer in time to a decision that

measures are taken, the more valid the measure

of the extent to which the choice was informed.

Measuring informed choice in relation
to screening

The de®nition of informed choice that we are

using is adapted from O'Connor and O'Brien-

Pallas's de®nition of an e�ective decision:8

`An informed choice is one that is based on rele-

vant knowledge, consistent with the decision-

maker's values and behaviourally implemented.'

Using this de®nition, an informed choice to

undergo a screening test occurs when an indi-

vidual has a positive attitude towards undergoing

a test, has relevant knowledge about the test and

undergoes it. An informed choice to decline a test

occurs when an individual holds a negative atti-

tude towards undergoing a test, has relevant

knowledge about the test and does not undergo

it. The choices that occur when individuals do

not have relevant knowledge or when their atti-

tudes are not re¯ected in their behaviour, are

uninformed, using our classi®cation system.

Uninformed choices may be the result of the

in¯uence of health professionals or the in¯uence
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of practical barriers preventing individuals from

realizing their intentions. For example, health

professionals who present tests in a very positive

or negative light may in¯uence the decisions of

those o�ered tests. Uptake of screening tests

varies between health professionals, with those

o�ered tests by health professionals with more

positive attitudes being more likely to undergo

the test than those o�ered by health profes-

sionals with less positive attitudes.12 Health

professionals may also in¯uence uptake by

a�ecting knowledge. For example, health pro-

fessionals who lack knowledge themselves will

be unable to inform patients.15,16 Uptake of

screening also varies according to how the test is

o�ered. When o�ered as part of a routine visit,

as opposed to requiring a separate visit, uptake

is higher.6,17 There is some evidence to suggest

that uptake following the o�er of a test as part

of a routine visit is based on poorer knowledge

than when it requires a separate visit.18

Attitudes towards performing a behaviour,

in¯uence from others, and perceived barriers to

the behaviour, are the three key components of a

well-validated model of health behaviour, the

theory of planned behaviour.19 This model

provides a theoretical basis to our conceptual-

ization of informed choice, in this case, under-

going screening. It also provides theory-based

measures of these core constructs to form the

basis for developing a measure of informed

choice.

Using this approach, those o�ered a screening

test can be classi®ed into one of eight categories

according to their knowledge (good vs poor),

attitude towards the test (positive vs negative)

and uptake (undergoes vs does not undergo the

test) (Fig. 1). Cells 1 and 4 are those that repre-

sent the most informed choices: good knowledge,

and uptake consistent with attitudes (i.e. the

individual has a positive attitude towards the test

and undergoes it as in cell 1; or, the individual

has a negative attitude towards the test and does

not undergo it as in cell 4). The remaining six

cells represent a variety of ways in which choices

are less informed. One of the cells, cell 6, would

be seen as particularly problematic because tests

are undergone by poorly informed individuals

who, if better informed, would decline them.

Reducing the number in cell 6 might be achieved

by raising the barriers to undergoing the test. By

contrast, a signi®cant proportion in cell 3 would

also be of concern, because those who are

informed with positive attitudes are failing to

undergo testing. The numbers in this cell might

be reduced by removing possible practical

barriers to undergoing the test. The extent to

which each of these six cells results in adverse

outcomes remains to be determined.

This typology allows services to be compared

for rates and types of informed and uninformed

choices that they achieve. It thus provides an

outcome indicator for services such as screening

programmes which aim to achieve informed

choices. It also provides an indicator of which

aspects of a service need to be altered to increase

rates of informed choice.

Such a typology, however, begs some key

questions, namely how are good and poor levels

of knowledge, and positive and negative atti-

tudes, to be quanti®ed.

Knowledge

Some de®nitions of informed choice require that

individuals appraise and use all available infor-

mation.9 Individuals, however, vary in their need

for and interest in information when facing a

decision.20 While those running screening

programmes need to be sensitive to this, their

Figure 1 Classifying choices, based on the three dimensions

of knowledge (good, poor), attitudes (positive, negative) and

uptake (yes, no).
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primary task is to provide the information

su�cient for the great majority to make an

informed choice.

There are several approaches to quantifying

the information needed. One is to use profes-

sional guidelines, such as those produced by the

General Medical Council (GMC).21 These state

that, in order to ensure that screening is not

contrary to the individual's interests, it is

necessary to explain ®ve points: the purpose of

screening; the likelihood of positive and negative

®ndings, alongside the possibility of false posi-

tive and false negative ®ndings; the uncertainties

and risks attached to the screening process; any

signi®cant medical, social or ®nancial impli-

cations of screening; and follow-up plans,

including the availability of counselling and

support services. It should be noted, however,

that these guidelines are not based on direct

evidence, representing instead a professional

consensus based on the available, indirect

evidence.

A second approach is to seek the views of

those who have been o�ered screening. Such a

group comprises those who declined screening

who subsequently developed the screened

condition, as well as those who underwent

screening and received one of four possible

outcomes: true negative result; true positive

result; false positive result; and false negative

result. It is very likely that individuals with

di�erent outcomes of screening will recommend

the provision of di�ering amounts and types of

information. This raises the question of how the

needs of the majority undergoing screening (i.e.

those receiving true negative test results) should

be pitted against those of a minority (i.e. those

with other than true negative test results). One

approach to resolving this is to use conjoint

analysis22 to compare the values that each of

these di�erent groups attach to the provision of

information that will meet the needs of di�erent

groups undergoing screening.

A third approach to determining the infor-

mation needed for an informed choice is a

consequentialist one, in which the psychological

outcomes of screening amongst those with

di�ering types and amounts of knowledge are

determined. Relevant psychological outcomes

include satisfaction with information, anxiety

and decision-regret. The knowledge associated

with best outcomes can then be de®ned as good

knowledge. It seems most probable that

outcomes are predicted not by an informed

choice per se, but by an interaction between

informed choice and health outcome. Thus, the

bene®cial e�ects of making an informed choice

are likely to be more marked in those with a

problematic health outcome than in those with a

good health outcome.

Using all three approaches is likely to provide

the most valid estimate of the information

needed for an informed choice.

Attitudes

Our de®nition of an informed choice requires

assessment of an individual's values. A value

can be de®ned as a basic attitude towards

broad modes of conduct (e.g. courage, honesty

and friendship) or certain end-states of exist-

ence (e.g. equality, freedom salvation, self-

ful®lment).23 Attitudes thus re¯ect values.

Measurement of one speci®c attitude towards

a screening test will encompass one or more

salient values. We have therefore opted to

assess speci®c attitudes rather than values,

thereby minimizing the number of measures

required. While there are many de®nitions of

attitudes, the simplest one states that an atti-

tude towards any concept is a person's general

feeling of `favourableness' or `unfavourable-

ness' for that concept.24 Thus, with regard to a

screening test, the attitude of relevance is not

the attitude towards the test per se, but rather

the attitude towards undergoing the test. Thus,

an individual may have a negative attitude

towards a test (believing it for example to be

painful or embarrassing) but a positive attitude

towards undergoing it (e.g. fearing the conse-

quences of not having the test). In relation to

screening for Down's syndrome, a woman may

have a negative attitude towards the test based

on a negative attitude towards termination of

pregnancies a�ected by Down's syndrome, but

a positive attitude towards undergoing the test,
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if she believes, for example, that she would not

have the resources to care for an a�ected

child.

Conceptually it may be possible to make a

distinction between attitudes towards under-

going a test and attitudes towards not under-

going it. Empirically, however, there is little

evidence to support the value of measuring both

such attitudes.25 In assessing attitudes towards

undergoing a screening test, several items need

to be used in order to attain su�cient reliability.

Responses to these items can then be summed to

classify individuals as having positive or nega-

tive attitudes.

Development of the measure: the example
of informed choice to undergo prenatal
screening

We report here the development of a measure

designed to assess informed choice to undergo

one particular screening test, prenatal screening

for Down's syndrome. We envisage using the

same approach to develop measures of informed

choice to undergo other types of screening test.

Results from a preliminary study designed to

develop this measure are presented below.

Sample and methods

The sample comprised women awaiting their

®rst antenatal appointments in a London

hospital, when they were around 12 weeks

pregnant. Half the women were approached

again at around 20 weeks of pregnancy.

Sixty-six women completed the questionnaire

regarding measures of knowledge and atti-

tudes at 12 weeks pregnancy, when o�ered the

screening test. Due to missing data on some

items, totals do not always add up to 66. Thirty-

three of these women were interviewed at 20

weeks pregnancy to validate the knowledge and

attitude scales. This was after the time at which

they could have undergone the test, but before

they received their test results, all of which were

negative or low risk.

Knowledge

The knowledge scale was developed using the ®rst

approach outlined above, i.e. the items were

selected to re¯ect the information stated in

professional guidelines to be essential for the

exercise of an informed choice in relation to a

screening test.21 These overlappedwith itemsused

in previous measures we have developed.16,26 The

importance of these dimensions was reinforced by

two focus groups we conducted with recently

pregnant women. The scale is shown in Appendix

1. This was piloted with pregnant women and

found to be comprehensible. The mean score

obtained in the study sample of 66 pregnant

women was 4.5 (SD 2.5, range � 0±8). The

median of four was taken to classify women's

knowledge as good or poor, with scores above

four indicating goodknowledge, and those at four

and below indicating poor knowledge. The terms

good and poor imply an absolute standard

against which knowledge is judged. It is intended

that such a standard is developed in the future.

For the present, however, the only standard is a

relative one, that is, knowledge is judged as poor

within the context of this sample.

Internal reliability

The alpha coe�cient was 0.82, which suggests

that the scale is internally reliable.

Construct validity

This was assessed by comparing women's scores

on the knowledge scale with their responses to

open-ended questions designed to elicit their

understanding of the test. Responses to these

open-ended questions were coded by three raters

as indicating good or poor knowledge (see

Box 1). The mean score on the knowledge scale

of the 20 women judged to have good knowledge

was 5.8 (SD 1.8); the mean score of the 13

judged to have poor knowledge was 4.4 (SD 1.5)

(t(1,31) � 2.4; P � 0.023).

Attitudes

This comprises four items based upon measures

taken from the Theory of Planned Behaviour.27
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The scale is shown in Appendix 1. Responses to

the scale are used to classify women as having a

positive or a negative attitude towards under-

going or declining prenatal screening. The

overall score for the sample of 49 of the 66

women who completed the scale was 20.8

(SD � 5.5, range � 4±28). The median of

22 was taken to classify women's attitudes as

positive or negative, with scores 22 or above

indicating positive attitudes, and those below 22

indicating negative attitudes. As for knowledge,

the terms positive and negative imply an abso-

lute standard against which attitudes are judged.

It is intended that such a standard is developed

in the future. For the present, however, the only

standard is a relative one, that is, attitudes are

judged as negative within the context of this

sample.

Internal reliability

The alpha coe�cient of reliability is 0.83, indi-

cating good internal reliability of the scale.

Construct validity

This was assessed by comparing women's scores

on the attitude scale with their responses to

open-ended questions designed to elicit their

attitudes towards the test. Responses to these

open-ended questions were coded by three raters

as indicating a positive or a negative attitude

(see Box 1). The mean score on the attitude scale

of the 18 women judged to have positive atti-

tudes was 22.6 (SD 4.0); the mean score of the 11

judged to have negative attitudes was 16.2 (SD

6.0) (t(27) � 3.4; P � 0.002).

Uptake

This was determined from laboratory records.

There was 100% agreement between these and

women's reports of whether or not they had

undergone the screening test.

Good

knowledge

Positive

attitudes Uptake

Number of

women

Informed choices

Cell 1 = informed choice 3 3 3 14

Cell 4 = informed choice 3 5 5 4

Uninformed choices

Cell 2 = uninformed choice 3 5 3 7

Cell 3 = uninformed choice 3 3 5 2

Cell 5 = uninformed choice 5 3 3 7

Cell 6 = uninformed choice 5 5 3 4

Cell 7 = uninformed choice 5 3 5 2

Cell 8 = uninformed choice 5 5 5 2

Table 1 Distribution of choices for

42 women, across the eight-cell

typology shown in Fig. 1

Knowledge

Responses classi®ed as indicating good knowledge

It gives a degree or likelihood. There are no guarantees,

just a high result or a low result.

It is important to understand that it is not 100%: you can

get either a high- or low-risk result.

Responses classi®ed as indicating poor knowledge

It's checking for a healthy baby.

It's called the double test to see if the baby has a chance

of Down's syndrome and something else. It is certainly

better to know earlier rather than later. Is there a

downside to taking the test?

Attitudes

Responses indicating positive attitudes towards

undergoing the test

For me it is a good idea but I am not critical of others.

I have all the tests. I'm the sort of person who wants every

test there is.

Responses indicating negative attitudes towards

under-going the test

Not a good idea for me because of the consequences.

I'm not convinced for me personally.

Box 1 Responses of women to open-ended questions elicit-

ing knowledge about the test and attitudes towards under-

going the test
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Classi®cation of choices as informed

and uninformed

The responses of 42 women who had completed

both the knowledge and attitude scales were

used to classify choices as informed or unin-

formed. Their choices were classi®ed into one of

the eight types depicted in Fig. 1. Eighteen

decisions were classi®ed as informed and 24 as

various types of uninformed choices (Table 1).

Fourteen of the informed choices were those

in which women with good knowledge and

positive attitudes had undergone the test (cell 1).

The remaining four informed choices were those

in which women with good knowledge and

negative attitudes had not undergone the test

(cell 4). Fifteen of the 24 uninformed choices

re¯ected poor knowledge (cells 5, 6, 7, 8); 15 also

re¯ected behaviour that was inconsistent with

attitudes, i.e. undergoing the test while having a

negative attitude towards it (n � 11) (cells 2 and

6), or not having the test despite a positive

attitude towards it (n � 4) (cells 3 and 7).

Discussion

The results of this preliminary study provide

evidence to support the feasibility of conceptu-

alizing and measuring informed choices

regarding screening using a brief measure asses-

sing knowledge, attitudes and behaviour. By

taking account of variation along these three

dimensions in ascertaining whether a choice is

informed or not, this measure advances previous

attempts at operationalisation of this concept.

To our knowledge these have not gone beyond

one dimension, as discussed in the introduction

to this paper. The validity and utility of this

approach await further studies, involving larger

numbers of participants, o�ered di�erent

screening tests.

The de®nition and hence the measure we

presented are based on a categorical conceptu-

alization of informed choice. There are strengths

as well as weaknesses with such an approach. In

terms of strengths it produces a very simple way

of determining whether or not a decision is

informed. The typology also provides informa-

tion on the ways in which decisions are not

informed and hence the types of interventions

needed to increase rates of informed choice. The

weakness of using a categorical classi®cation is

that it ignores some of the variance in responses,

thus reducing its sensitivity. Whether it is su�-

ciently sensitive for use as an outcome measure

of a screening programme remains to be deter-

mined. The current data provide equivocal

evidence for using binary classi®cation of

knowledge and attitudes. While there was good

evidence that attitudes were bimodally distri-

buted in the current sample, knowledge was

more normally distributed, raising questions

about the validity of using median splits to

classify individuals. Given the small sample size,

the validity of our proposed typology remains to

be determined in larger data sets.

Further developments of the measure include

re®nements to the knowledge scale based upon

data from those with di�erent outcomes of

screening, and the views of health professionals

with screening experience. While our measure

incorporates a generic attitude measure, the

measure of knowledge needs to be speci®ed for

each screening test. A generic measure of

knowledge would make application of the

informed choice measure far simpler. Such a

measure would comprise a self-report of know-

ledge, as opposed to a knowledge test. Research

in other areas, however, casts doubt on such a

goal, showing that the association between what

people know and their estimates of this know-

ledge is positive but not perfect, with people

tending to overestimate how much they

know.28,29 It may, however, be possible to

generate a template of information about any

screening test that is a prerequisite to informed

choice. Moving beyond simple measurement of

knowledge and attitudes, research is needed to

assess the dynamic nature of the relationship

between knowledge and attitudes and the

implications of this for a measure of informed

choice. Do, for example, attitudes towards a test

in¯uence how much information is sought or

retained about the test? Does having certain

pieces of information about a test predict atti-

tudes?
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Given the plans for a large expansion in

screening programmes in the UK,30 it becomes

increasingly urgent to be able to assess the extent

to which choices to undergo or to decline

screening are informed. The de®nition and

measure presented in this paper represent the

®rst steps towards addressing this need.
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Appendix 1 Measures

A. Knowledge

1. Which of these conditions do you think that

the test screens for? (you may tick more than

one box for this question)

Spina bi®da

Anaemia

Down's syndrome

Most abnormalities

None of these

Don't know

2. If 100 women decided to have the screening

test, about how many do you think would

have a low-risk result?

100

None

50

95

5

Not sure

3. What do you think a low-risk result means?

The baby de®nitely does not have Down's

syndrome

It is highly unlikely that the baby has Down's

syndrome

The baby might have Down's syndrome

It is highly likely that the baby has Down's

syndrome

The baby de®nitely does have Down's

syndrome

None of these

Don't know

4. Again, imagine that 100 women undergo the

test. About how many do you think would

have a high-risk result?

100

None

50

95

5

Not sure

5. What do you think a high-risk result means?

The baby de®nitely does not have Down's

syndrome

It is highly unlikely that the baby has Down's

syndrome

The baby might have Down's syndrome

It is highly likely that the baby has Down's

syndrome

The baby de®nitely does have Down's

syndrome

None of these

Don't know

6. Imagine 100 women with a high-risk result.

About how many do you think will be found

to have a baby with Down's syndrome?

100

50

25

2

Not sure

7. Some women are o�ered further tests

(amniocentesis or CVS, which involve

inserting a ®ne needle into the womb). What

are the possible consequences of this test?

8. If the further tests show that the baby de®n-

itely does have Down's syndrome, what would

a woman be o�ered:

Immediate treatment for the baby

Another type of test

A termination of pregnancy

Extra vitamins

None of these

Not sure

B. Attitudes

Your thoughts about the screening test:

For the following questions, please circle the

number from 1 to 7 on the scale that best
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describes how you feel at the moment. For

example in question 1(a) if you thought

having the screening test would be very

bene®cial, you would circle 1. If you thought

it was a slightly bene®cial, you would circle 3

and if you thought it was a slightly harmful

thing you would circle 5. Please read the scale

for each question.

For me, having the screening test for Down's

syndromewhen I am15 weeks pregnantwill be:

(a) Bene®cial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Harmful

(b) Important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unimportant

(c) Bad thing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Good thing

(d) Pleasant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unpleasant
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